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Abstract 19 

One of the main consequences of climate change is the sea level rise (SLR), which impacts 20 

coastal areas affecting many infrastructures, particularly seaports, whose operations may be 21 

jeopardized. In this paper, a methodological framework is developed to assess the impact of SLR 22 

on port operability by using digital elevation models derived from LiDAR data. The methodology is 23 

applied to four ports along the Catalan Coast (NW Mediterranean). The study is made for the 24 

RCP8.5 scenario from IPCC, analysing port operability every 10 years throughout the 21st century. 25 

The approach provided here allows a port authority to determine which berthing areas will be 26 

affected at each port and at each time interval. Results show that, if no adaptation measures are 27 

taken, ports will have significant reductions of present operability for most of their activities, in 28 

particular after year 2070. This work shows that the developed methodological framework is a very 29 

useful tool for port authorities to detect operability tipping points and to design well in advance the 30 

necessary adaptation pathways to overcome the expected impacts. 31 
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1. INTRODUCTION  34 

Coastal areas are among the systems most vulnerable to climate change due to sea level rise 35 

(SLR). Among other effects, SLR will directly flood large coastal stretches and will change the 36 

littoral processes as for example the sediment transport patterns (Nicholls et al., 2011; Sánchez-37 

Arcilla et al., 2011).  38 

Many studies have analysed the impacts of SLR on beaches (Stive, 2004; Torresan et al., 2012; 39 

Paudel et al. 2015; Monioudi et al., 2016), flooding of coastal areas (Brown, 2006; Revell et al., 40 

2011; Le Cozannet et al., 2015), coastal habitats (Chu-Agor et al., 2011; Kane et al., 2015; Clough 41 

et al., 2016), coastal defence structures (Chini and Stansby, 2012; Isobe, 2013; Burchart et al., 42 

2014) or the flooding of coastal urban areas (Hallegate et al., 2011; Paudel et al., 2015).  43 

Since seaports are located on the coast or in estuaries they will also be affected by SLR (Sánchez-44 

Arcilla et al., 2016; Sierra et al., 2017a). Nevertheless, the studies addressing the impacts of 45 

climate change on ports (Becker et al., 2012; Masse et al., 2013; Ng et al., 2013; Suh et al., 2013; 46 

Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2016; Sierra et al., 2016, 2017a) are few compared with the numerous 47 

analyses carried out in coastal areas (Sierra et al., 2017b).  48 

One of the main potential impacts of SLR on ports is the loss of operability due to reduction of 49 

freeboard in the berthing areas or even the dock flooding (Sánchez-Arcilla et al., 2016). In addition, 50 

SLR will increase the water depth around and inside the harbour. These new water depths will 51 

change the present wave propagation patterns (shoaling, refraction and diffraction processes). 52 

This can in turn produce additional impacts on ports like changes in agitation, siltation or structure 53 

stability (Sierra and Casas-Prat, 2014). The impacts may be either positive or negative, i.e. they 54 

can improve or worsen port operability (Sierra et al., 2016). 55 
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To study potential impacts of SLR on coastal areas, accurate topographic information is needed. In 56 

order to extract this information, Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are commonly used due to their 57 

availability and relatively low cost (or even free access) when obtained from governmental sources 58 

(Yamamoto et al., 2012). Frequently, these DEMs are constructed from remotely sensed data. 59 

LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data has become a very common source of information from 60 

which DEMs may be obtained with multiple applications to geosciences (Goulden et al., 2016). 61 

Thus, for example, LiDAR-derived DEMs have been used for measuring the 3D structure of forests 62 

(Wulder et al., 2012), for assessing forest biomass (Knapp et al., 2018), for urban land cover 63 

classification (Brennan and Webster, 2006; Chehata et al., 2009; Alexander et al., 2010; Guo et al., 64 

2011; Zhou, 2013) and in hydrological studies (Goulden et al., 2014, 2016 among others). 65 

In the last years, LiDAR-derived DEMs have also been successfully used for oceanic and coastal 66 

investigations: characterization of tidal marshes (Hladik and Alber, 2012; Buffington et al., 2016); 67 

measurement of shoreline changes (Revell et al., 2002; White and Wang, 2003; Shrestha et al., 68 

2005; Addo et al., 2008); identification of low-lying areas prone to be inundated (Straatsma and 69 

Middelkoop, 2006); management of coastal defences (Pe’eri and Long, 2011); mapping of dunes 70 

for coastal protection (Stockton et al., 2009; Richter et al., 2013); visualization of bathymetric 71 

features for habitat identification (Collin et al., 2008; Yamamoto et al., 2012); definition of 72 

topographic complexity of coral reefs (Costa et al., 2009; Zawada and Brock, 2009); and 73 

measurement of particle distributions of the upper ocean (Hill et al., 2013; Behrenfeld et al., 2017; 74 

Collister et al., 2018). 75 

A number of studies have focussed on the assessment of SLR impacts on coastal areas using 76 

LiDAR-derived DEMs (Webster et al., 2006; Poulter and Halpin, 2008; Gesh, 2009; Wu et al., 77 

2009; Zhang, 2011; Cooper et al., 2013) but, as far as the authors know, there are no studies using 78 

this technique to analyse the potential impacts of sea-level rise on ports. Nevertheless, LiDAR-79 

based DEMs could be very useful to study such impacts, in particular the loss of terminal 80 

operability and the dock flooding. 81 
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Therefore, the objective of this paper is to develop a methodological framework using LiDAR-82 

derived DEMs that can be used to assess changes in port operability due to SLR. This framework 83 

will be then applied to four ports of the Catalan Coast (NW Mediterranean), in which fishing, leisure 84 

and even commercial activities are carried out to illustrate its potential as a useful tool for future 85 

port planning oriented to adaptation to SLR. 86 

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the different parts of the methodological framework 87 

are widely described. In Section 3, the application of the methodology to the ports is presented, 88 

while in Section 4 the results are discussed. Finally, in Section 5 the main conclusions of the work 89 

are summarized. 90 

 91 

2. METHODS 92 

Sea level rise (SLR) induced by global warming will affect present port operability by reducing the 93 

existing freeboard in docks and piers. The extent to which climate change will affect a specific port 94 

operation depends on the features of such port operation. Container ships or general cargo 95 

vessels, due to their dimensions, require the largest freeboards whereas leisure boats, located in 96 

the shallower areas of the harbour due to their reduced draught, have the smallest freeboard 97 

needs. Another aspect to be considered is the elevation reached by the infrastructure. An accurate 98 

definition of the geometry of piers and docks is necessary to determine precisely how a specific 99 

rise of the mean water level will affect port operability.  100 

The methodology used to assess the degree of impact on services due to SLR for a specific 101 

harbour follows 4 main steps: (i) the building of the port Digital Elevation Model (DEM); (ii) the 102 

identification of the areas of interest and their characteristics in terms of type of structure and port 103 

operation; (iii) the time variability of the mean water level for present conditions and under a 104 

climate change scenario and (iv) the construction of port operability maps for different time frames. 105 

 106 
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2.1. DEM building  107 

As indicated in Section 1, the high resolution digital geospatial information derived from LiDAR 108 

makes it particularly useful in many fields of geosciences. In this study a DEM has been 109 

constructed for each considered port from LiDAR and topographic data freely available at the 110 

Institut Cartogràfic i Geològic de Catalunya (ICGC), which is the government agency that has the 111 

competences on geodesy, cartography and geographic information, at regional level. Both types of 112 

data were downloaded from the web page (http://www.icc.cat/vissir3/) of this institute. 113 

LiDAR data collection in the four areas of interest was carried out in flights made in 2010, between 114 

April and July. The cloud of Airborne Light Scanning points was captured with a LiDAR sensor 115 

(Leica ALS50-II) and calibrated and adjusted with topographic control points. The altimetry 116 

accuracy has a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of about 6 cm for flat low vegetated areas as it is 117 

the case of harbours. The point density ranges between 0.5 and 0.7 points/m2, and they are 118 

automatically classified according to the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote 119 

Sensing (ASPRS) standards. Data are available in square areas of 2 x 2 Km. Table 1 lists the 120 

LiDAR files downloaded from the ICGC webpage and used in this work, as well as some of their 121 

features. 122 

Table 1. LiDAR files downloaded from the ICGC webpage. Coordinates (UTM, fuse 31, ETRS89) are those 123 

corresponding to the SW vertex of each 2 x 2 Km area.  124 

Area File name (.las) x coordinate Y coordinate Density 
(points/m2) 

Flight date 

Palamós lidarcatv01ls12f508632ed01 508000 4632000 0.5 June 2010 

Arenys Mar lidarcatv01ls12f462602ed01  462000 4602000 0.5 July 2010 

Vilanova G. lidarcatv01ls12f392562ed01  392000 4562000 0.7 May 2010 

Vilanova G. lidarcatv01ls12f394562ed01  394000 4562000 0.7 May 2010 

Cambrils lidarcatv01ls12f336546ed01  336000 4546000 0.7 April 2010 

 125 

http://www.icc.cat/vissir3/
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Topographic information from ICGC at 1/5,000 and 1/1,000 scales is combined with the LAS data 126 

set in each port to construct its DEM. This information was obtained from photogrammetric flights 127 

carried out between 2009 and 2013 using a digital camera of Z-Imaging type (Leica ADS40). The 128 

accuracy of the topographic cartography is 20 cm in planimetry and 25 cm in altimetry with contour 129 

lines every 1 m. All data coordinates are projected in UTM fuse 31 and the geodesic reference 130 

system considered is ETRS89. Orthometric altitudes are referred to the EGM08D595 geoid. The 131 

original EPSG is 25831 and the supported OGCs are WMS 1.0.0, 1.1.0, 1.1.1, 1.3.0. The 132 

Geographic Information System (GIS) ArcMap® is used to manage all the information and analyse 133 

the port operability. In Table 2, the files used in this work and downloaded from the ICGC webpage 134 

are included. 135 

Table 2. Topographic files downloaded from the ICGC webpage. 136 

Area File name (.shp) Data type Scale 

Palamós ct1mv22sh0a001844054400axn1r010 Points with elevation 1:1000 

Palamós ct1mv22sh0a001844054400axl1r010 Lines 1:1000 

Arenys de Mar bt5mv20sh0f298117an1r040 Points with elevation 1:5000 

Arenys de Mar bt5mv20sh0f299117an1r040 Points with elevation 1:5000 

Arenys de Mar bt5mv20sh0f298117al1r040 Lines 1:5000 

Arenys de Mar bt5mv20sh0f299117al1r040 Lines 1:5000 

Vilanova I la Geltrú ct1mv22sh0f001844055000axn1r010  
 

Points with elevation 1:1000 

Vilanova I la Geltrú ct1mv22sh0f001844055000axl1r010 Lines 1:1000 

Cambrils ct1mv22sh0f001755006500axn1r010  Points with elevation 1:1000 

Cambrils ct1mv22sh0f001755006500axl1r010 Lines 1:1000 

 137 

The complete procedure is as follows (see flowchart in Figure 1). The LiDAR dataset is 138 

downloaded in LAZ format, a compact data file. To visualize this data using GIS, the files must be 139 

uncompressed obtaining the data in LAS 1.2 format (Figure 2b), and a LAS dataset must be 140 

created using ArcCatalog®. The uncompressing LiDAR data process from LAZ to LAS format is 141 

carried out without information loss. Using ArcMap® the point cloud is converted into vector data, 142 

that is, a multipoint shapefile. The type of points to be converted from the cloud of LAS points must 143 

be specified according to the ASPRS standard. In this procedure it is important to properly define 144 
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the point density of the LiDAR data file in order to obtain admissible models adjusted to the reality. 145 

In addition, the study area or area of interest (AOI) is delimited by creating a polygon shapefile, 146 

which combined with the multipoint LAS and the Topographic and Cartographic (TC) shapefiles 147 

(Figure 2a), gives rise to two shapefiles for the AOI. By merging the information of both files, a 148 

Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) file is created (Figure 2c). ArcMap® 3D tool is used for this step 149 

and it considers the points as spot locations of elevation data and the lines to enforce natural 150 

features. In the TIN creation process, the role of each data source input and how they have to be 151 

used in the TIN must be established. The feature types that can be used to build the TIN surface 152 

are mass points, breaklines and hulls, and polygons. The mass points are point height 153 

measurements; they become nodes in the TIN network and determine the overall shape of the 154 

surface. Breaklines and hulls are lines with or without height measurements. They become 155 

sequences of one or more triangle edges. Breaklines typically represent either natural features, 156 

such as ridgelines or streams, or built features, such as roadways. Finally, the polygon feature can 157 

be used as four different polygon surface types: clip polygon, erase polygon, replace polygon and 158 

fill polygon. The first is the one used in the current case of study. It is the responsible of defining 159 

the boundary for the TIN surface. Finally, a DEM (Figure 2d) is generated from the TIN using linear 160 

interpolation. The sampling distance of the output raster is determined as a 0.5 m x 0.5 m cell 161 

sized DEM, since the minimum density of point cloud used is 0.5 points/m2 as mentioned before, 162 

and therefore, there is enough information to obtain a raster of this resolution. Moreover, a float 163 

data type for the output raster has been considered, which uses 32-bit floating point, supporting 164 

values ranging from -3.402823466e+38 to 3.402823466e38. Figure 1 summarizes the followed 165 

steps for the construction of the DEM in each studied port, while Figure 2 shows some of the 166 

images (corresponding to the different types of data) obtained during the process.  167 
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 168 

 169 

Figure 1. Flowchart of the construction of a DEM of a port. Area of Interest refers to a polygon created 170 

reflecting a specific port extension, its port use, the type of infrastructure and the water body. 171 

 172 
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 175 

Figure 2. Data sets, TIN and DEM obtained for the harbour of Cambrils (Catalonia, Spain). 176 

2.2. Present port uses, infrastructures and operability requirements 177 

There are a number of processes that can hinder or even prevent port operations. The main 178 

processes that may have such impact on those operations are wind, currents, waves and water 179 

levels. If wind or current velocities or wave heights exceed certain thresholds within the harbour 180 

and, in particular, nearby docks and piers, operations such as berthing manoeuvres and loading or 181 

unloading of goods cannot be carried out safely and most of the times have to be suspended. This 182 

leads the affected area to a condition of inoperability. 183 

Concerning water levels, a port activity can be performed safely (guarantying the vessel integrity 184 

and the port operation) if the distance between the top of the berth and the water level, the 185 

freeboard, stays within certain limits. These values can be expressed as a function of the vessel 186 
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have been taken into account. Because of that, a map of port services and infrastructure use has 189 

been defined for each analysed port following the Master Plan of the Catalan Ports (DPTOP, 190 

2007). Fishing, leisure and commercial uses have been identified as the main port activities, and 191 

the infrastructure typology giving service to such uses has been categorised in piers and docks. 192 

The safety requirements for the three port activities are taken from the Recommendations for the 193 

Design of Maritime Works ROM 2.0-11 (EPPE, 2012), published by the Spanish Port Authority 194 

(Puertos del Estado). These recommendations seek to ensure safety and execution of the port 195 

operations by determining the minimum freeboard of docks and piers necessary for berthing, 196 

mooring and loading/unloading cargo and/or passengers. Although not mandatory, port authorities 197 

in Spain have to meet the proposed values to guarantee the different port operations. Table 3 198 

summarizes the port operability requirements taken into account in this case study. 199 

Table 3. Port operability requirements derived from ROM 2.0-11 (EPPE, 2012) 200 

 Commercial use Fishery use Leisure use 

Maximum freeboard (m) 2.5 1.0 1.0 

Minimum freeboard (m) 1.5 0.5 0.15 

 201 

A polygon is created for each AOI in which a port activity is observed and the different attributes 202 

(type of infrastructure and port use or water body) are assigned to monitor the impact of SLR on it. 203 

 204 

2.3. Mean water level oscillations 205 

The mean water level at any instant (t) can be understood as the sum of the astronomical tide 206 

component, the storm surge and the SLR induced by global warming.  207 

The astronomical tide reflects the gravitational effects of stars and planets over a specific water 208 

body. Water levels due to this forcing can be accurately predicted anytime at any point. High tides 209 
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can take place once or twice a day depending on the geographic location and due to their 210 

permanent nature (although intermittent) they must be considered. The storm surge is the result of 211 

the action of a low pressure system and the wind over the sea free surface and is decoupled from 212 

astronomical tides. Its effects, although predictable (with less accuracy than tides), usually take 213 

place in shorter periods (typically hours) and they are only significant in the case of severe storms, 214 

which take place a few times per year. For this reason and its temporary short-lived nature, this 215 

component has not been considered in the analysis.  216 

The potential impact of SLR induced by climate change on port operability has been done by 217 

considering the Representative Concentration Pathway RCP8.5 scenario and its corresponding 218 

SLR projection, given in the 5th Assessment Report (AR5) of the IPCC for the Mediterranean Sea 219 

(IPCC, 2013). The RCP8.5 corresponds to very high greenhouse gas emissions and for the 220 

Mediterranean it is considered to be the 90% of the global value (Sierra et al., 2017b). This is 221 

because sea level is expected to decrease in semienclosed and inland seas (e.g. Mediterranean 222 

Sea or Black Sea) due to the increase in excess of evaporation (Yin et al., 2010). Therefore, 223 

considering the estimations of Vousdoukas et al. (2018) a SLR 10% smaller than the global 224 

averages has been considered.  225 

Hence, the upper band in year 2100 gives an estimation of SLR of 0.88 m, with respect to the 226 

mean water level in 2000. In Figure 3, the projected SLR for RCP8.5 in the Mediterranean Sea 227 

until year 2100 is presented, where the 95% confidence bands are also plotted (lower and upper 228 

limits). The dataset represented is from 2005 to 2100 and the evidence of the increasing impact of 229 

climate change on SLR in the worst scenario can be observed, assuming that no mitigation action 230 

is carried out. Although the developed methodology can be applied to any scenario, in this study 231 

the values corresponding to the upper band of SLR for RCP8.5 (Table 4) have been selected to 232 

assess the impacts for the worst condition projected in AR5. 233 

Table 4. Values of SLR (with respect to year 2000) considered in this study (upper bound). In brackets lower 234 

bound and central estimate. Elaborated based on Vousdoukas et al. (2018) 235 
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Year SLR (m) 

2020 0.11 (0.05, 0.08) 

2030 0.17 (0.08, 0.13) 

2040 0.24 (0.10, 0.17) 

2050 0.33 (0.17, 0.25) 

2060 0.42 (0.20, 0.31) 

2070 0.52 (0.25, 0.38) 

2080 0.63 (0.31, 0.47) 

2090 0.75 (0.37, 0.56) 

2100 0.88 (0.41, 0.64) 
 236 
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 237 

Figure 3. Upper, mean and lower limit of SLR projection for the Mediterranean Sea under the RCP8.5 238 

scenario with respect to year 2000. 239 

 240 
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2.4. Port operability maps  241 

Once the DEM of the port has been created and the harbour activities are identified the next step is 242 

to analyse the effect of SLR on port operability. The analysis is performed every 10 years. This 243 

selected time window is large enough to describe a significant variation in SLR and short enough 244 

to detect possible tipping points in port operability. 245 

The Reclassify tool in ArcMap® has been used to give new values to the raster’s properties 246 

according to the selected freeboard criterion. The reclassification is especially useful in this study 247 

since it allows to associate an operability level to a given freeboard. Each cell represents 0.5 m x 248 

0.5 m, to which corresponds a certain level of the terrain in the AOI defined in the raster attributes. 249 

Therefore, the raster map has been re-classified according to four cases of operability: Maximum 250 

operability, minimum operability, not operable and flooded (Figure 4 and Table 5). This process is 251 

repeated for each 10 years’ time window to determine the time sequence of port operability 252 

impacts due to SLR. To do this, a variable MWL is defined as the sum of the mean water level, the 253 

mean high astronomical tide and the SLR. 254 

Table 5. Operability status for a specific time interval used in the Reclassify tool in ArcMap®. MWL is the 255 

mean water level including the astronomical tide and the SLR due to global warming. 256 

 257 

 Operability status Elevation value in DEM raster 

Maximum operability MWL + maximum freeboard 

Minimum operability MWL + minimum freeboard 

Not operable MWL 

Flooded < MWL 

 258 

The Maximum operability status describes a condition in which the berth’s top is located at a level 259 

greater or equal than the MWL (represented by the blue line) plus the maximum freeboard 260 
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permitted for each port operation, as shown by the green line in Figure 4a. The Minimum 261 

operability is achieved when the berth’s top matches the MWL plus the minimum freeboard 262 

permitted, as indicated by the red line in Figure 4b. The port activity is considered not possible 263 

when the berth’s top is lower than the MWL plus the minimum freeboard permitted (not operable), 264 

as can be seen in Figure 4c where the red line indicating the minimum freeboard necessary has a 265 

level greater than the dock’s top. Finally, the Flooded situation is reached when the berth’s top has 266 

a level lower than the MWL (blue line in Figure 4d). 267 

 268 

 269 

 270 

Figure 4.  Port operability categories. (a): Maximum operability indicates that the berth’s top is located at a 271 

level greater or equal than the MWL (blue line) plus the maximum freeboard (green line). (b): Minimum 272 

operability is when the berth’s top is equal to the MWL plus the minimum freeboard (red line). (c): Not 273 
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operable is when the berths top is lower than the MWL plus the minimum freeboard. (d): The berth is flooded 274 

when the berth’s top has a level lower than the MWL 275 

 276 

3. APPLICATION TO THE CATALAN COAST  277 

3.1. Study area  278 

The Catalan coast is located in the NW Mediterranean and it has a length of about 700 km. The 279 

area is in a fetch-limited micro-tidal environment, with a tidal range of about 25 cm (Bolaños et al., 280 

2009). There are 47 seaports: 5 commercial harbours (2 large and 3 of medium size) which offer 281 

services for fishing and leisure activities as well, 2 industrial ports dedicated to cement, 18 mixed-282 

type ports (fishing and leisure) and 22 marinas.  283 

For this study four ports have been selected trying to characterize the Catalan port system in all 284 

their singularities. The main criterion considered has been to cover all type of uses, commercial, 285 

fishing and leisure. In addition, the selected port facilities have to be potentially affected in their 286 

operability by SLR, they have to be of economic relevance in the region and must be well 287 

geographically distributed. Small marinas are not taken into account in the analysis due to their 288 

reduced impact in the economic system and also because they typically present flexible 289 

infrastructures such as floating piers, that can be moved more easily in time to accommodate new 290 

market or environmental demands.   291 

The selected ports are: Palamós, Vilanova i la Geltrú, Arenys de Mar and Cambrils. All of them 292 

have fishing and leisure activities and the two first have also a commercial function (loading and 293 

unloading of goods and/or passengers). They can be considered as a good representation of the 294 

domestic and international sea transport and also are a key element in the short sea shipping. 295 

Their main features are summarized in Table 6 and their location and layouts are shown in Figure 296 

5.  297 
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Table 6. Main features of the 4 studied ports. ST and SL are respectively the total port surface and the land 298 

surface, both in hectares; L is the berthing length; d is the water depth at the port mouth; Activities are: C 299 

(commercial), F (fishing) and L (leisure). 300 

Port Longitude Latitude ST (ha) SL (ha) L (m) d (m) Activities 

Palamós 3º 07’ E 41º 50’ N 43.45 18.66 1549 21 CFL 

Arenys de Mar 2º 33’ E 41º 34’ N 29.14 11.77 2314  6 FL 

Vilanova i la G. 1º 43’ E 41º 12’ N 67.22 21.03 3012 7 CFL 

Cambrils 1º 03’ E 41º 03’ N 25.17 8.04 1482 6.5 FL 

 301 

 302 

  303 

 304 

 305 

 306 
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 307 

 308 

Figure 5. Location of the 4 studied ports and view of their layouts. P: Palamós, A: Arenys de Mar, V: 309 

Vilanova i la Geltrú, C: Cambrils. Graphical scales have been added to give an idea of their dimensions. 310 

Coloured areas indicate port use: commercial (dark brown), leisure (purple) and fishing (orange). Non-311 

coloured areas correspond to other uses (e.g. dry docks) not analysed. 312 
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3.2 Results  314 

In this section the results corresponding to the impact of SLR on the four studied ports are 315 

presented, by showing their operability maps. These maps have been built by comparing the 316 

resulting freeboard with respect MWL at each considered time (every 10 years) and the values 317 

given in Tables 3 and 5. For the sake of simplicity, the freeboards corresponding to each use have 318 

been taken into account and mapped in the whole port. Nevertheless, when analysing the 319 

operability, only those berthing areas corresponding to each typology (docks or piers) have been 320 

considered, accounting the length of the berths affected and computing the percentage that they 321 

represent with respect to the total berthing length of its typology. The maps have been plotted and 322 

the corresponding operability percentages have been assessed for year 2015 (present situation) 323 

and between 2030 and 2100 at 10-year intervals. The time sequence represents the operability 324 

evolution at each port during the 21st century. As a sample, in Figures 6 to 9 these maps are 325 

presented, corresponding to each port and use for three instants: 2015 (present situation), 2060 326 

(by the middle of the studied period) and 2100 (end of the analysed period).  327 

The presented results have been obtained assuming that no adaptation measures are undertaken 328 

by port authorities and, as a consequence, the port morphology is the same during the entire 329 

century. In the discussion section, the implications of this hypothesis are analysed. The results 330 

show a general reduction of operability in all ports during the 21st century due to SLR. The degree 331 

of impact is different depending on the geometric characteristics of the infrastructure. The 332 

difference of results in each port is a consequence of their different morphology, in particular the 333 

freeboard of the docks. Since even within the same port, various docks can have different 334 

freeboard, the impact in each port and for each use is different.  335 

 336 

 337 

 338 
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 339 

Figure 6. Operability maps of Palamós port in year 2015, 2060 and 2100 for the different port uses. Coloured 340 

areas indicate the port operability status: Maximum (green), minimum (light brown), not operable (red) and 341 

flooded (blue). 342 

 343 

In the case of Palamós (Figure 6) the fishing and leisure berths are fully operative during almost 344 

the entire studied period. Only by the end of the century some berths become inoperative. In this 345 

port, some commercial berths start to be inoperative by the middle of the century, while in 2100 all 346 

this area is inoperative. 347 

 348 
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 350 

 351 

Figure 7. Operability maps of Arenys de Mar port in year 2015, 2060 and 2100 for the different port uses. 352 

Coloured areas indicate the port operability status: Maximum (green), minimum (light brown), not operable 353 

(red) and flooded (blue). 354 

 355 

In Figure 7, the operability evolution for Arenys de Mar port is plotted for fishing and leisure berths 356 

(this port has no commercial function). In the fishing sector, a few berths do not meet the 357 

operability regulations during all the studied period, being flooded from the middle of the century 358 

onwards. In the case of leisure berths, they are all operative at the beginning and middle of the 359 

century, but by the end most of them are flooded. 360 

The maps corresponding to the fishing and leisure services for Vilanova i la Geltrú port are shown 361 

in Figure 8. In the fishing zone, some berths start to be inoperative by the middle of the century, 362 

while by its end most of them are inoperative. In the same way, leisure berths follow a similar 363 

pattern. The main difference is that by the end of the century most of these leisure berths are not 364 

only inoperative but even flooded. 365 
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Finally, Figure 9 shows the operability evolution maps for Cambrils port and its two functions, 366 

fishing and leisure. For the fishing function, some berths have a freeboard under the recommended 367 

operability threshold for this type of boats, which become flooded by the middle of the century. In 368 

2100 all these berths would be inoperative for this SLR scenario, although only few additional 369 

berths would be flooded. In the case of leisure boats, the number of berths inoperative would be 370 

small by 2060, increasing very much by 2100.  371 

 372 

 373 

Figure 8. Operability maps of Vilanova I la Geltrú port in year 2015, 2060 and 2100 for the different port 374 

uses. Coloured areas indicate the port operability status: Maximum (green), minimum (light brown), not 375 

operable (red) and flooded (blue). 376 

 377 
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 379 

Figure 9. Operability maps of Cambrils port in year 2015, 2060 and 2100 for the different port uses. Coloured 380 

areas indicate the port operability status: Maximum (green), minimum (light brown), not operable (red) and 381 

flooded (blue). 382 

 383 

4. DISCUSSION 384 

4.1 About the methodology  385 

The building of each port DEM required a quality control check of LAS points in order to remove 386 

spurious data typically associated to the presence of highly reflective structures such as glass 387 

windows of big buildings or metal roofs. This source of errors has been extensively reported in the 388 

literature (Bater and Coops, 2008), however in this study it represents less than the 1% of the total 389 

port surface. 390 

Although the TINs are more complex than rasters and can easily accommodate different sampling 391 

densities, where rasters cannot, in this case study the DEM has been used as it is more efficient 392 

space wise than TINs. The accuracy and resolution of DEMs in coastal environments, where there 393 
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are relatively small differences in elevation over large areas, are of special interest. At low 394 

elevations and gradients, the signal magnitude approaches the noise level of the measurements, 395 

which can lead to large errors in inundation extent forecasts. This issue is particularly important for 396 

developed coastal environments where the spatial extent of inundation can have disproportionate 397 

consequences in terms of loss of life and property (Small and Sohn, 2015). Nevertheless, the 398 

homogeneous and flat nature of docks and piers allows to use less dense grids (compared with 399 

other geoscience areas) and simple interpolation methods to derive the DEM. Lloyd and Atkinson 400 

(2012) conclude that sophisticated approaches do not significantly increase accuracy in the final 401 

result.  402 

The uncertainty in SLR projections is transmitted to the final port operability results. The RCP8.5 403 

SLR values have been chosen in this study as the possible highest scenario and consequently the 404 

obtained results represent an upper limit of port inoperability, according to IPCC projections. 405 

Nevertheless, recent studies project much higher mean SLR for 2100: up to 1.86 m (Jevrejeva et 406 

al., 2012; Mori et al., 2013) or even up to 2 m (Rahmstorf, 2007). This very extreme SLR is 407 

physically feasible although with a very low probability of occurrence (<5 % by 2100, Jevrejeva et 408 

al., 2014). Therefore, the increase of inoperability in the studied ports could even be worse, 409 

reducing the response capacity of ports to adapt to these changes. On the contrary, SLR also 410 

could be lower than that considered in the application carried out in this work, in particular if the 411 

global mitigation measures proposed in the Paris Agreement are reached. In this case, the actual 412 

SLR would be smaller, close to that projected in the RCP2.6 scenario from AR5 (IPCC, 2013). 413 

Anyway, whatever the SLR, the proposed methodology is still valid and band confidence analysis 414 

could be added to the final result by constructing different operability maps for different climate 415 

change scenarios to plan well in advance the most suitable responses to such impacts. This is 416 

necessary and of special importance, since the planning horizon in port engineering usually is of 417 

20 or 25 years, due to the different phases that must be followed: diagnosis of the current situation, 418 

forecast of maritime traffic evolution, assessment of infrastructure and superstructure needs, study 419 

of alternatives including an economic-financial analysis for each of them, design of the selected 420 
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alternative including and analysis of its compatibility with urban planning, study of environmental 421 

impact assessment, period of public information and discussion, tender and execution of the works 422 

in several phases (each one lasting several years) to minimize the interference with port activity. 423 

The proposed methodology has not considered the variability of the mean water level due to 424 

meteorological effects such as those generated by atmospheric pressure or wind. The main 425 

reasons to do that are: (i) daily meteorological oscillations can be considered negligible in the area 426 

(EPPE, 2014) and extreme events, due to its nature, are considered as episodic processes that 427 

rarely extend more than few hours (Mendoza, 2008) and (ii) According to Conte and Lionello 428 

(2014) there is not statistical evidence that storm surge frequency and magnitude will change 429 

significantly in future in the Mediterranean coast. However, storm surge oscillations should be 430 

considered in areas with different meteorological conditions, where relevant storm surges are more 431 

frequent and may last longer time spans, since this effect would significantly worsen port 432 

operability conditions.  433 

In the same way, other effects such as wave run-up or overtopping over the docks have not been 434 

considered because such infrastructure is located in sheltered areas, where the wave effects are 435 

limited and only may be significant in the case of very strong storms, which are episodic events. 436 

The used approach considers the future port operability by taking the present port infrastructures 437 

and operations as a reference. Port facilities will change in time due to the need of ports to 438 

accommodate to new trade demands, maritime traffic features and vessel characteristics. 439 

According to UNCTAD (2017) additional traffic resulting from economic growth can be expected 440 

and improvements in ship technology, structure and materials will lead to even bigger megaships, 441 

particularly within the container shipping industry. In the same way, Mangan (2017) does not 442 

foresee any major “disruptive innovation” radically reshaping the shipping sector but observed 443 

trends suggest the existence of a global shipping network serviced by mega-ships. He also points 444 

out that disruptions to the maritime freight transport network can have rapid and wide-range effects 445 

in economies and societies. 446 
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In addition, for the sake of simplicity, a stretch of dock or pier has been defined as inoperable when 447 

the freeboard is smaller than the thresholds defined in table 3. Nevertheless, in some cases and 448 

taking special precautions (e.g. loading or unloading very carefully or reducing velocity) operations 449 

could be carried out even if the vessel was berthed in a structure with a freeboard in the range of 450 

inoperability. 451 

Therefore, the results obtained in this study have to be understood as potential impacts and the 452 

values presented as indicative, but they can be useful for future port expansion plans. The 453 

operability is quantified as a percentage with respect the total length of the analyzed use. The time 454 

evolution of this indicator is a good descriptor of the global port operability in time but should not be 455 

understood as a detailed descriptor of a specific infrastructure functioning. This is principally true 456 

when considering the commercial use; in that case a reduction of 7% of the total activity can 457 

represent an unacceptable inoperability of certain infrastructure (terminal or berthing area) due to 458 

the economic and social impact generated by the unfeasibility of doing the operation for a certain 459 

type of vessel (EPPE, 2000). This may lead to traffic deviations and, as a consequence, losses in 460 

monetary and prestige terms for the port. This could cause malfunction to the entire port and for 461 

this reason has to be considered as unacceptable. Therefore, in this case, port authorities should 462 

act carrying out appropriate actions to prevent such level of inoperability (e.g. engineering works to 463 

increase operability or adaptation of other port areas to give service to this type of traffic). Because 464 

of this, the obtained values should be understood as a measure of the minimum degree of impact. 465 

The present port snapshot showing the port operations and detailed type of infrastructures requires 466 

an “on ground” survey because they are not necessarily reported in available memorandums. An 467 

example of this is the existence of floating piers, that in some cases are described as piers but not 468 

specifically as floating structures, which would not be affected by SLR. 469 

 470 

4.2 About the results 471 
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The temporal evolution of inoperability for each port and for the analysed scenario is shown in 472 

Figure 10, assuming the simplifications described in the previous section (no adaptation measures 473 

and no changes in port morphology). There, dashed lines indicate a not operable status whereas 474 

solid lines represent the percentage of berths flooded (which are included in the percentage of 475 

inoperability).  476 

 477 

 478 

 479 

 480 

Figure 10. Evolution of the inoperability during the 21st century at the four studied ports. The colour refers to 481 

the port use. Dashed lines indicate inoperability. Solid lines indicate flooding. 482 
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 483 

The plots of Figure 10 show, in high detail, the evolution of the berthing inoperability during the 484 

studied period. The advantage of these graphics is that they allow to visualize abrupt changes in 485 

the percentage of inoperability or flooding. Such sudden changes are tipping points, which 486 

according to Kwadijk et al. (2010) may be understood as moments where the magnitude of change 487 

due to climate change or SLR is such that the current management strategy will no longer be able 488 

to meet the objectives and, therefore, other strategies are needed if the operability conditions want 489 

to be maintained. To the best knowledge of the authors the adaptation strategy for the studied 490 

ports is business as usual, i.e. the ports do not have specific master plans that accommodate their 491 

uses to future SLR. The identification of these tipping points allows port authorities to establish 492 

adaptation pathways, i.e. to define different strategies over time to cope with the negative impacts 493 

of SLR. Due to the necessary time for port planning, as indicated in the previous Section, the early 494 

knowledge of the possible impacts and potential adaptation strategies enables port authorities to 495 

allocate the necessary means for undertaking the appropriate measures to overcome the impacts. 496 

According to Figure 10 in Palamós port no berths of any type are flooded throughout the century. 497 

In the case of leisure berths, the piers located within the inner basin and northwards from it appear 498 

in the maps as flooded (Figure 6). Nevertheless, these are floating piers with a very low freeboard. 499 

Due to their floating nature, they are not considered flooded, because they follow sea level 500 

oscillations, easily accommodating to higher levels and remaining operational all the time.  501 

With respect to the commercial berths, they are fully operational until 2040, when the percentage 502 

of inoperability begins to increase reaching 26% in 2070. From that year, the percentage of 503 

inoperability grows at a faster rate, being 100% in 2100. On the contrary the fishing berths only are 504 

affected after 2070, when the inoperability percentage gently increases up to 16% in 2100. 505 

Meanwhile, the leisure berths are unaffected until 2090, but henceforth the inoperability grows until 506 

18% in 2100. These results indicate that the fishing and leisure berths at Palamós port may face 507 

the SLR in the worst scenario (from IPCC-AR5) without requiring any adaptation measure until the 508 

last part of the century. On the contrary, under this scenario, the commercial berths would need 509 
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adaptation measures by the middle of the century. The tipping points in this port are 2040, 2070 510 

and 2090 for the commercial, fishing and leisure functions respectively. 511 

At Arenys de Mar, at present, the 8% of the fishing sector has a freeboard lesser than the 512 

recommended threshold (EPPE, 2012). This is because such zone is occupied by small fishing 513 

boats, which need a smaller freeboard. Only these berths with smaller freeboard are inoperative 514 

throughout the century, although from 2050 onwards they become flooded. 515 

Concerning the leisure craft zone, all the docks and piers are fully operative for much of the 516 

century, but after 2070 there is a very fast increase of inoperability and in 2080 92% of this area is 517 

located under the threshold freeboard, slightly increasing to 93% in 2090 and 2100. In addition, 518 

after 2080 much of this sector becomes quickly flooded with a percentage of about 47% in 2090 519 

and 93% in 2100. 520 

In summary, a tipping point at year 2040 is identified for fishing activities, when some of the berths 521 

that are located below the threshold freeboard but operating for small boats will become flooded. 522 

Another tipping point is in 2070, when most of the leisure zone starts to be inoperative, being most 523 

of it flooded after 2080. 524 

The commercial activity at Vilanova i la Geltrú has not been analysed in this study because it gives 525 

service to small general cargo vessels, which need very low freeboards (lower than those indicated 526 

in ROMS 2.0-11). Therefore, for this specific function and considering the minimum freeboard 527 

levels suggested in ROMS 2.0-11, all the commercial berths would be inoperative throughout the 528 

whole century. Therefore, the application of the followed methodology does not make sense for 529 

this type of docks, and for this reason their inoperability due to SLR has not been assessed.  530 

The fishing berths are all operative until 2040, when 2% are located below the threshold freeboard. 531 

After 2050 there is an increase of the inoperability of such berths reaching 15% until 2070, when 532 

this inoperability abruptly rises reaching 79% in 2090 and 2100. 533 

In the case of leisure crafts, 18% of the port berths are at present theoretically inoperative. As in 534 

previous cases this is because they are occupied by small boats, which practically do not need 535 
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freeboard. Nevertheless, since 2040 these berths will be flooded becoming totally inoperative. The 536 

percentage of berths dedicated to leisure crafts under the operability threshold sharply rises after 537 

2070, reaching 55% in 2080 and 76% in 2100. The percentage of flooded berths follows a similar 538 

trend, but with a delay of 10 years. 539 

Observing Figure 10 several tipping points can be observed in this port for each function. For the 540 

fishing crafts, such points are located in 2030 (when some berths start to be flooded) and in 2070 541 

(when the percentage of inoperability triggers). In the case of leisure crafts, the tipping points are 542 

found in 2030 (some berths start to be inoperative), 2050 (the rate of inoperability becomes larger) 543 

and 2070 (when the inoperability sharply rises).  544 

The last port analysed is Cambrils, where only fishing and leisure crafts are moored. As in the case 545 

of Arenys de Mar port and for the same reasons, part (26%) of the fishing docks are under the 546 

recommended operability threshold. This quantity remains unchanged until 2050, when it starts to 547 

slightly increase reaching 39% in 2070. After this year the inoperability of the fishing area 548 

experiences an abrupt change, being 91% in 2080 and 100% in 2100. On the other hand, the 549 

present 26% of docks under the operability threshold become flooded in 2050. This percentage of 550 

flooded berths remains unaltered until 2100, when it amounts to 32%. 551 

In this port, the leisure craft berths are fully operative until 2040. Afterwards the inoperability 552 

increases until 14% in 2060, when it quickly rises, reaching 88% in 2080. From that moment, the 553 

reduction of operability is smoother, until 94% in 2100. Concerning the berthing area flooded, this 554 

is zero until 2050, slightly increasing after until 3% in 2070. After this year the flooded area quickly 555 

increases, reaching 89% in 2090 and 90% in 2100. 556 

The tipping points in Cambrils for the fishing area are 2040 (when some docks start to be flooded), 557 

2050 (when the number of inoperative berths increases) and 2070 (when there is a sharp increase 558 

of the inoperability). In the case of leisure crafts, the tipping points are located in 2040 (when some 559 

berths start to be inoperative) and 2060 (when the rate of inoperability quickly rises). 560 
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In summary, for the SLR scenario considered (RCP8.5 from IPCC), all the studied ports will 561 

experience, to a greater or lesser extent, reductions of their operability due to SLR and for all 562 

activities (fishing, leisure and eventually commercial). In the last part of the century, in particular 563 

after 2070, in most of the cases the reductions of operability will be very significant, generating 564 

disruptions of the service and large economic loses if no adaptation measures are taken. 565 

5. CONCLUSIONS 566 

In this paper, a methodological framework based on LiDAR-derived DEMs has been developed to 567 

assess the impact of SLR on port operability. The proposed approach considers the change of 568 

MWL (including tide and SLR) in time, the type of use of the port facility and its typology, allowing 569 

to determine its operability according to some predefined thresholds. This methodology has been 570 

applied to four ports considering the RCP8.5 scenario of the IPCC, showing to be useful to detect 571 

those berthing areas that for each service (commercial, leisure and fishery) will become inoperative 572 

and when this will occur. 573 

Results show that, assuming the present port morphology and that scenario, which is the worst 574 

projected by IPCC, during the 21st century the operability of Catalan ports would decrease as a 575 

consequence of SLR and the subsequent reduction of the freeboard in berthing areas. The 576 

developed methodology could be applied for other scenarios, so that ports could have a wide 577 

range of possible impacts for planning well in advance the most suitable responses to such 578 

impacts. This is necessary and of special importance, since horizon planning in port engineering 579 

usually is of 20 or 25 years, due to the different phases that must be followed. Anyway, port 580 

authorities have the capability and the technical means to undertake the necessary adaptation 581 

measures to prevent potential negative impacts (whatever they are) generated by SLR. 582 

In summary, this work shows that the developed methodology is a very useful tool for port 583 

authorities to detect potential impacts in port operability and, in particular, tipping points involving 584 

major changes in their efficiency. Therefore, it may contribute to help in the early design of the 585 

necessary adaptation pathways to overcome the expected impacts. 586 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 877 

Figure 1. Flowchart of the construction of a DEM of a port. Area of Interest refers to a polygon created 878 

reflecting a specific port extension, its port use, the type of infrastructure and the water body. 879 

Figure 2. Data sets, TIN and DEM obtained for the harbour of Cambrils (Catalonia, Spain). 880 

Figure 3. Upper, mean and lower limit of SLR projection for the Mediterranean Sea under the RCP8.5 881 

scenario. 882 

Figure 4.  Port operability categories. 883 

Figure 5. Location of the 4 studied ports and view of their layouts. P: Palamós, A: Arenys de Mar, V: 884 

Vilanova i la Geltrú, C: Cambrils. Graphical scales have been added to give an idea of their dimensions. 885 

Coloured areas indicate port use: commercial (dark brown), leisure (purple) and fishing (orange). Non-886 

coloured areas correspond to other uses (e.g. dry docks) not analysed. 887 

Figure 6. Operability maps of Palamós port in year 2015, 2060 and 2100 for the different port uses. Coloured 888 

areas indicate the port operability status: Maximum (green), minimum (light brown), not operable (red) and 889 

flooded (blue). 890 

Figure 7. Operability maps of Arenys de Mar port in year 2015, 2060 and 2100 for the different port uses. 891 

Coloured areas indicate the port operability status: Maximum (green), minimum (light brown), not operable 892 

(red) and flooded (blue). 893 

Figure 8. Operability maps of Vilanova I la Geltrú port in year 2015, 2060 and 2100 for the different port 894 

uses. Coloured areas indicate the port operability status: Maximum (green), minimum (light brown), not 895 

operable (red) and flooded (blue). 896 

Figure 9. Operability maps of Cambrils port in year 2015, 2060 and 2100 for the different port uses. Coloured 897 

areas indicate the port operability status: Maximum (green), minimum (light brown), not operable (red) and 898 

flooded (blue). 899 

Figure 10. Evolution of the inoperability during the 21st century at the four studied ports. The colour refers to 900 

the port use. Dashed lines indicate inoperability. Solid lines indicate flooding. 901 


